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Chapter 2651: The curse of living with the universe 

"Yes." 

"Doudu Zhouyu must be taken." 

"Now that I have obtained the detailed coordinates of Doudu Zhouyu, now we can set off!" 

The old lady Mouse nodded, a flash of determination flashed in her eyes. 

"Wait for us to arrive at Doudu Zhouyu." 

"The truth and fiction of Doudu Zhouyu should have been explored. At that time, we will have to wait 

and discuss before proceeding." 

The three-eyed gray-black man finished speaking, and immediately turned into flying ash and 

disappeared, "Everyone, see you in the universe!" 

"See you in Doudu Universe!" 

The remaining two dozen people also disappeared from their places. 

Immediately afterwards, this boundless, pure white space that is indistinguishable from top to bottom, 

left to right, is also directly annihilated. 

Immediately after. 

A Zun Qizhou Eternal brings his own army of warriors that have developed countless billions of years, 

and set off toward the Doudu universe. 

Its final destination is Doudu Universe. 

The battle must be carried out in the high-level universe of Doudu. 

If fighting in the rest of the universe, the strong in the Doudu universe can use the high flow time of the 

Doudu universe to obtain extremely favorable conditions. 

of course. 

They will not go directly to Doudu Universe, they will definitely be ready to go again. 

quickly. 

The seven universes in the secluded universe are all gone. 

They brought all the eternal powerhouses of Suiyou Zhouyu! 

Only the strongest, Suiyou ancestor, remained in Suiyou universe. 

At this moment. 

In the low-lying universe where the cosmic energy is extremely thin in the Suiyou universe. 
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A skinny old man in a large black robe, lying in the lonely void, slowly floating. 

This person is the old ancestor of Suiyou, the eternal powerhouse of the eight universes! 

The ancestor Suiyou is a very old eternal strong man. He had a foreboding that his time would be 

approaching a long time ago. 

Yes. 

The so-called eternal existence also has a limit! 

The limit of eternal warrior is ‘live with the universe’! 

Living with the universe is the realm that countless wise creatures dream of. 

But for existences like Suiyou Patriarch, Gujun Zhoudi, Douxiu Zhoudi, it is a kind of'curse'! 

In fact. 

The reason why the eternal warrior is called the eternal warrior is not an exaggeration. 

They can really be eternal. 

As long as we break the curse of ‘live with the universe’, it can be done. 

And the only way to break this curse is to transcend the endless universe! 

at this time. 

The ancestor Sui You was doing this. 

Since feeling that the end is approaching, he has come to the natural universe with the slowest time 

flow in this year-old universe! 

The most useless grassroots universe is the best choice for dying people like Suiyou Patriarch. 

Ten million years have passed in the upper universe, and only one year has passed here. 

The ancestor Suiyou left countless ‘eyes’ and ‘tentacles’ in Suiyou Universe, using the high flow of time 

to constantly search for hope. 

Two billion years ago in this basic universe. 

The ancestor Sui You finally found hope. 

That was when a certain universe in the Suiyou universe expanded and swallowed the surrounding 

natural universe. 

A torn book page emerges from the intersection of the universe and the natural universe. 

On the pages of the book, there are some strange characters written on it, it is impossible to recognize 

the meaning. 

It should be understood that even if the language of the strong people is different, they can 

communicate normally. 



Words will no longer limit the communication of the strong. 

But the characters on that broken page, even Suiyou Patriarch, couldn't understand any trace of 

meaning. 

This is an unbelievable thing, and it also highlights the speciality of the broken page. 

But the characters are unrecognizable, which is second. 

The key is that the arrival of this broken page has brought weird changes to Sui Youzhou Domain. 

There is a mysterious and unknown power on the leftover pages that will negatively affect the holder, 

causing strange diseases, weakening power, and the like. 

In the beginning, it was not very strong. 

But since the broken page fell into the hands of Old Ancestor Suiyou, the weird influence has grown 

stronger and stronger. 

Even those seven eternals are also affected. 

The lower-level warriors were more severely affected. 

Without any choice. 

Most of the creatures in the natural universe in the old universe have entered the inner world of the 

strong. 

But even if all the eternal strong go all out, it is difficult to carry all the creatures. 

Many eternal powerhouses are overwhelmed, thinking about leaving Suiyou universe to find new 

places. 

Chapter 2652: Suiyou ancestor and weird broken page 

The ancestor Suiyou knows this naturally. 

But he did not make any effective measures. 

Because the impact of that broken page is getting bigger and bigger, it's really caused by him. 

Soon after getting the broken page. 

The ancestor Sui You searched for relevant information and finally found some information about the 

broken pages. 

That weird broken page was a special treasure that those strong men who went to Lingxu Fragmented 

Territory to participate in the battle would compete. 

It is said that it is a treasure that does not belong to the endless universe! 

With it, there is hope to transcend the endless universe and obtain true eternal life that the nine 

universes can't get forever! 

The way to use it is to use the broken page to assimilate itself, and then go to the Universe White Realm. 
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Yes. 

The Universe White Realm, where everyone talks about changing colors, is the path to transcend the 

endless universe! 

Every world white world is a road! 

When Sui You learned of this, he was ecstatic and immediately began to assimilate himself with the 

broken pages. 

In this process. 

The impact of the remaining pages became more and more serious, and gradually spread to the entire 

age of the universe. 

Now even the Seven Eternity has run away. 

At this moment. 

In this basic universe. 

Everything is dead, and even the natural universe has not spilled out new cosmic energy, just like death! 

"Alright, almost!" 

"After assimilation, go to the Universe White Realm, and I will live forever!!" 

The ancestor Sui You whispered, this is his way of comforting himself. He is suffering from unimaginable 

and unrecognizable pain every moment. 

To allow the broken pages to assimilate yourself, you have to endure the weird power. 

The ancestor Suiyou was originally a veteran eternal powerhouse of the eight cosmos, a stronger 

existence than the Emperor Dou Xiu. 

But now, the breath is very weak. 

His crystal wall universe was affected by the remaining pages, and it collapsed countless. 

Even the universe of life is crumbling! 

There were countless worlds in the body, and countless creatures originally existed, but now they are all 

dead! 

It was as if all creatures couldn't adapt to the crystal wall universe and life universe of Suiyou ancestor. 

His cosmic avenue has deteriorated! 

To this. 

The ancestor Suiyou was also very worried, but now he is already riding a tiger, and if he doesn't 

transcend the endless universe, he must "live with the universe" and die! 

He has no choice! 



"Cough...cough cough!!" 

Suddenly, the old ancestor like a dead body coughed fiercely, and immediately became weaker, as if it 

was about to fall! 

"No, I can't die." 

"I will be able to complete the assimilation soon, I will live forever!" 

"I want to accomplish things that the Nine Universes cannot do forever." 

"Hahahaha..." 

The almost inaudible voice echoed in the mouth of Sui You Old Ancestor, and then he returned to 

deathly silence. 

...... 

Fight in the universe. 

No one knew about Suiyou Universe's changes, nor did Su Lang. 

"This time." 

"I worked hard." 

"Finally accumulated a lot of cultivation base!" 

"So many cultivation bases can improve many Crystal Wall universes!" 

Su Lang sat on the opposite platform, looking at the cultivator in the mysterious black space, thinking in 

his mind. 

at this time. 

A system prompt came. 

"Ding! "The Secret of Words and Characters" has reached the founding level!" 

As the system prompts appear. 

Countless secrets like the ocean disappeared from the bottom of the sea, and countless sea water 

collapsed directly into Su Lang's mind! 

Rumble! 

Su Lang was shocked for a while, and then he completely mastered The Secret of Words, as if he had 

practiced for hundreds of millions of years. 

He looked at the mystery of the word secret, familiar with the characteristics of this magical power. 

The essence of word secret is the most advanced application of the power of the universe. 

The foundation of the power of the universe is the numerous avenues of the universe. 



Using the secret of words and words, you can use the power of your own universe to blend with the 

power of the natural universe, and become your home field with the natural universe you are in. 

The more proficient the exercises are, the deeper the assimilation with the universe, and the greater the 

number of natural universes that can be assimilated. 

"I don't know the secret of the words and words at the founder level, and how effective it is. 

Su Lang narrowed his eyes, and suddenly his heart moved, unfolding the mystery of words and words, 

and suddenly a hidden power instantly enveloped the entire Doudu universe! 

Chapter 2653: The secret of words and words at the founding level 

This hidden power is unexpectedly changed from the power of the universe. 

It contains the comprehensive characteristics of the power of the universe that is inclusive, and it is 

faintly divided into countless great powers. 

The power of these countless faintly divided avenues is constantly changing. 

It wasn't until the power of the Great Dao in the Hedoudu universe was connected to stabilize it. 

But in fact, this process is very fast. 

Almost immediately after the unfolding of the mystery and magical power of words, they had already 

‘assimilated’ with Doudu Universe and were closely connected to each other! 

Suddenly. 

Su Lang felt as if he had been in contact with an extremely majestic existence. 

For the first time, he observed and understood the natural universe in all aspects and thoroughly. 

That vast power made Su Lang feel extremely heavy. 

In the horrible flow of time. 

Doudu Universe continuously releases its own cosmic energy, transforming into heaven and earth aura, 

flooding the entire Doudu Continent. 

These cosmic energies came from the vast power that Su Lang felt. 

But this power presents a rigid feeling. 

The entire Doudu universe is just a dead thing containing majestic energy. 

All of them are running in an orderly manner with the power of the established avenue. 

occasionally. 

Having comprehended the rules of heaven and earth, the mighty martial artist of the universe can 

arouse its power. 

But no matter how strong the power is, no matter how it is guided, it can only induce its insignificant, 

one-sided power of the rules of the road. 
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But Su Lang, who used his word secret, was different. 

He felt that he and Doudu Universe's Dao rules had a certain degree of docking and assimilation. 

He can mobilize all the forces in the Doudu universe in an instant! 

The eternal warrior is known as the human-shaped universe, but it is still growing after all, and the life 

universe as the core cannot be compared with the natural universe. 

Therefore, Su Lang discovered that his life universe had various weaknesses compared with the natural 

universe. 

In the past, this weakness was difficult to detect. 

But now that he has a perfect reference, Su Lang further understands the shortcomings of his own 

‘humanoid universe’. 

of course. 

This is just a side effect of the secret of words. 

The main role was to make Su Lang turn the entire Doudu universe into his home court. 

In the Doudu universe. 

He can borrow the power of Doudu Universe to the maximum. 

Forms extremely severe suppression of the enemy, and can bring various effects of extremely powerful 

increase to oneself. 

The specific form of expression is similar to ‘speak out and follow the law’. 

"Beside me, the concentration of cosmic power has increased tenfold!" 

The power of the universe in Su Lang's body is endless, mobilizing all the avenues of energy in the 

Doudu universe. 

Suddenly. 

The energies of the natural universe were all guided, and countless cosmic energies converged towards 

Su Lang without warning. 

But only for a moment. 

This kind of guidance disappeared. 

Because Su Lang mobilized the energy of the entire Doudu universe, it was too simple to increase the 

energy of the universe around his body by ten times, and it only took a short time. 

"It's worthy of being the "Secret of Words" at the founder level!" 

"Unexpectedly, I can do things that countless spirit gathering formations are difficult to do." 

"From now on, as long as there is no place where the Spirit Gathering Array is located in the high-level 

universe, I will be able to maintain my cultivation rate." 



"And gathering the cosmic energy is just the most basic application of'word secret'." 

"Any method that needs to mobilize the power of the rules of the outer universe will be greatly 

enhanced in my hands, and the enemy will be greatly weakened." 

"Although the eternal strong is an independent humanoid universe, it will not be weakened to death, 

but it will also lose its combat power!" 

"It's just that this method does consume the power of the universe. The more power to guide the 

natural universe, the greater the consumption of one's own cosmic power." 

"..." 

Su Lang had a brief taste of "Secrets of Words and Words" and briefly analyzed them. 

In actual combat. 

The effect of this secret technique can be more intuitively reflected. 

Words and secrets are powerful. 

Su Lang used it as one of his usual methods, such as breaking a sword, or sealing the sky with a thought. 

Immediately after. 

"system!" 

"Activate the one-key martial arts·ten-heart martial arts function, and practice the "calling the word 

secret"!" 

With a thought, Su Lang gave instructions to the system, and the ten martial arts villains who had just 

rested for a while became busy again. 

Chapter 2654: Brother Su Lang, come here now 

"After practicing the calligraphy secret, I will practice the'sword secret secret'." 

"The three-character Secret of Stealing Words and the Alchemy Array are arranged behind." 

Su Lang made a decision in his heart, and then looked at the cultivator villain. 

During this time. 

He has accumulated a lot of cultivation base, and it is time to perfect more Crystal Wall Universes and 

improve the foundation. 

Relying on those secret techniques alone is not stable enough! 

"system!" 

"Activate the function of'Crystal Wall Universe'!" 

Su Lang issued system instructions again. 

In an instant. 
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Numerous cultivation bases flooded into Su Lang's body, and after merging with the Great Path of Time, 

they merged into the crystal wall world of ‘Wow to be fed’. 

These crystal wall worlds immediately began to change qualitatively and upgraded to crystal wall 

universes. 

A trace of cosmic power continuously condensed from within them, filling Su Lang's body, making him 

feel extremely fulfilled. 

in a blink. 

More and more worlds have become crystal wall universes. 

One hundred million, one billion, tens of billions...In the end, a full thousand gai of crystal wall world is 

transformed into crystal wall universe. 

A thousand gai! 

It would not only take hundreds of millions of years to become another eternal powerhouse to 

accomplish this goal. 

"Huh, it's only a thousand gai, and it's about eight hundred gai, **** it." 

Su Lang curled his lips and opened his attribute panel. 

[Name]: Su Lang 

[Race]: human 

[Qualification Level]: Turbidity 

[Realm level]: Five Eternity 

[Attack level]: Six Eternity + 

[Defensive Level]: Six Eternity + 

[Shenfa Level]: Six Eternity + 

[Endurance Level]: Six Eternity + 

[Spirit Level]: Realm of Universality 

[Master the exercises]: Zhou Long Xuanxin, "Ten Thousand Laws into One·Infinite Profound Meaning" 

(Eternal Grade, Founding) 

[Activated system functions]: One-key practice function (level 54), one-key martial arts function (level 

54), one-key clone function (level 54), one-key treasure hunt function (level 53), one-key alchemy 

function (19 Level), one-key mixer function (level 19), one-key refinement function (level 19), one-key 

synthesis function (level 19), one-key empowerment function (level 28), one-key enhancement function 

(level 14), One-key decomposition function (no level) 

"Roughly nothing has changed." 



"It's just that the endurance endurance level has increased by half a small level. Well, I have become 

more durable." 

Su Lang looked at the property panel and nodded slightly. 

It is extremely difficult for the eternal strong to gain combat power across small realms. 

Besides, Su Lang is going to cross the second small realm. 

Therefore, he did not expect that after practicing a few eternal techniques, he would be able to advance 

his daily combat power to the Seven Eternal Realm. 

His combat power is now at an invincible level among the six universes. 

Unfolding various secret methods, you should be able to step into the eternal realm of the seven 

universes. 

But compared to the secret technique, Su Lang preferred the Boundless. 

Next. 

After Su Lang practiced for a while, he received a message from Yang Li. 

The person this pink macho brother trusted the most was him, so he would only contact him alone. 

Take out the jade card of transmission and take a look. 

"Brother Su Lang!" 

"Junior Brother, I have fooled Emperor Xiu Yuzhou to gather all the resources!" 

"It turns out that this guy has been prepared for a long time, collecting resources secretly, so the speed 

is much faster!" 

"Now I, Emperor Xiuyu Zhou, and his henchmen are all in the real universe!" 

"This guy Xiuyu has already started to consume resources to cultivate!" 

"He even wants to use a lot of materials to refine brand new eternal weapons." 

"This is simply a violent thing, I stopped him!" 

"Senior Brother Su Lang, come quickly!" 

"..." 

Yu Yangli's message was full of excitement and eagerness. 

They all say that twenty-five boys are hateful. 

But when the two or five sons are from his side, they are very cute. 

At this time, you can't call it the second or fifth son, you should call it the "right path Qianlong"! 

"Tsk tusk, Emperor Xiuyu Zhou is quite fast!" 



The corner of Su Lang's mouth twitched, "Of course, there is also Yu Yangli's credit. This cheap junior 

clerk's skill is still okay." 

While laughing. 

Su Lang took the jade card of transmission and replied to Yu Yangli that he would go to the Qizhen 

Universe soon. 

In addition, the news that Suiyou Universe invaded secretly, Xie Xuan and others were out and stationed 

in the empty blue universe were passed on to Yu Yangli in detail, so that they could better cooperate. 

Chapter 2655: Restored Infinity 

When Yu Yangli received the news, he was shocked. He didn't expect the people from Suiyou Zhouyu to 

come. 

Fortunately, after killing Emperor Xiuyu Zhou, he could concentrate on dealing with Suiyou Zhouyu. 

"Brother Su Lang!" 

"Since the people from the Suiyou universe have infiltrated the Doudu universe." 

"Why don't you give me the Emperor Xiuyu Zhou to me, so that you can concentrate on dealing with 

Suiyou Zhouyu." 

"Emperor Xiuyu Zhou is good, but there are seniors who have promoted me. Now my strength can 

completely kill him!" 

The news of Yu Yangli came from Yupai. 

"No need." 

"Suiyou Zhouyu is not in a hurry." 

"On the contrary, the guy Xiu Yuzhou is in charge of "Death and Life". If he pays for his life, I am worried 

that you will suffer." 

"In addition, Emperor Xiuyu Zhou has a great feud with me, I want to kill him personally." 

Su Lang replied to Yu Yangli, "Anyway, it won't take much time, we will come soon." 

In fact, with Yu Yangli's current strength, it would be difficult for Emperor Xiu Yuzhou to make him 

suffer. 

But Su Lang wanted to be safer, and he also wanted to kill Emperor Xiuyu Zhou himself and reap more 

spoils. 

For example, the eternal soul of Emperor Xiuyuzhou, the eternal body or something. 

"it is good." 

"I'm here waiting for senior brother to come over!" 

Seeing that Su Lang insisted on coming over, Yu Yangli agreed. 
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Immediately after. 

After sending a message to Yu Yangli, Su Lang contacted His Royal Highness Xiuning and asked him to 

come over to discuss. 

quickly. 

His Royal Highness Xiu Ning in a fluttering white skirt appeared on the opposite platform. 

"Friend Su Lang!" 

His Royal Highness Xiu Ning bowed his knees slightly to Su Lang and bowed a salute. With the 

movements, his full body was revealed unobstructed. 

"His Royal Highness Xiuning!" 

"My junior brother has instigated Emperor Xiuyu Zhou to gather all resources, it's time to do it!" 

Su Lang stood up and bowed back, with a faint smile on his face. 

"it is good!" 

"Finally we can completely eradicate Emperor Xiuyu Zhou." 

"However, Elder Xie and others have taken people to Kongqing and other middle-level universes to 

garrison, and there are not many people who besie and kill Xiuyu." 

His Highness Xiu Ning's eyes brightened, and that if Emperor Xiu Yuzhou did not die for one day, he 

would be a hidden danger in Doudu Universe. 

"It doesn't matter if there are not many people." 

"You, I, and Yu Yangli are added, and there is an Infinite number, Emperor Xiuyu Zhou will definitely not 

be able to escape." 

Su Lang smiled. Although it hasn't been long, his strength is no longer the same. 

When the Emperor Jing Zhizhou was killed and the capital was unified, he only had the strength of the 

Five Zhous. 

But now, it is about to enter the Seven Universe level! 

The most terrifying thing is that Su Lang has a total of 162 clones with similar combat power! 

These clones are stationed on the Infinity, which will definitely increase the strength of the Infinity! 

"The Infinity was damaged before...Has Dao Fellow Su Lang repaired it?" 

His Highness Xiuning asked uncertainly. 

She knew that Su Lang had repaired Wuyin, and she also knew Su Lang's incredible skills, but after all, 

Wuyin was not an ordinary eternal imperial soldier. 

"Nature has long been repaired!" 



Su Lang smiled slightly, waved his hand, and took out the Infinity. 

Suddenly! 

The extremely majestic and majestic human form "Mecha" emerged, and a suffocating coercion struck 

the sky over and over. 

"This!" 

"This is not only repaired!" 

"The rank of Infinity, seems to be stronger than before!" 

His Royal Highness Xiu Ning looked at the brand-new Infinity, even if he covered his small mouth, he 

couldn't hide his exclamation. 

"Not bad." 

"The Boundless Ship has reached the level of half-step Seven Universes." 

Su Lang smiled and said, "Now it can withstand the power of the Eight Eternal Realm." 

"As expected of Daoist Su Lang!" 

Xiu Ning looked at Su Lang, a trace of respect and admiration flashed in his eyes. 

The original Infinity was far from being so strong, and after they moved in, they gave it a half-step eight-

plane power. 

Now that the Boundless has become more powerful, I am afraid that it will not be able to obtain the 

power of the eternal realm of the eight universes after stationing! 

"His Royal Highness praised." 

"Let's go, go to Jizhen Universe now!" 

Su Lang smiled modestly, "This time, let me enter your body. Will you take me a ride?" 

Chapter 2656: Xiuyu, what do you do 

"Uh, well, come in." 

His Royal Highness Xiu Ning glared at Shui Yingying's big eyes, nodded immediately, and opened the 

universe of life without any defense. 

Su Lang is already very skilled. 

It turned into a thick and long streamer and went in smoothly. 

"Time and Space Avenue, open!" 

His Royal Highness Xiuning directly unfolded the Avenue of Time and Space, stepping into the ripples of 

time and space and disappearing. 

Travel through the natural universe one by one. 
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His Royal Highness Xiuning was fast, and in a blink of an eye, he came to a lower universe. 

"The next one is Jizhen Universe!" 

His Royal Highness Xiu Ning smiled, "I really don't know what emperor Xiu Yuzhou will look like when he 

sees us!" 

Talking. 

She took out a jade card for communication, sent a message to Yu Yangli, and informed it in advance. 

at the same time. 

In the real universe. 

Emperor Xiu Yuzhou was suspended in the void, behind him stood sixty or seventy eternal warriors with 

mixed good and bad. 

But the strongest among them is only the Five Eternal Realm. 

In front of Emperor Xiuyu Zhou. 

Countless resources are covered with a large void, and at a glance, it is endless. 

"Without weapons, my combat power will drop a lot." 

"But since Fellow Yu said that my refining method is not at home, then I will study it again." 

"As for the'Secret of Forging Characters', I also hope that Fellow Yu will give him advice!" 

Emperor Xiu Yuzhou arched his hands to Yu Yangli, and said solemnly. 

He had planned to forge new eternal weapons immediately, but he knew that Yu Yangli's contempt was 

immediately attracted, saying that his refinement skills were too rubbish, and he needed to learn for a 

while. 

"It's easy to talk." 

"I even gave you the inheritance. Are you afraid that I won't teach you?" 

Yu Yangli secretly checked the message sent by His Royal Highness Su Lang and Xiuning, and waved his 

hand with a smile. 

"Hahaha!" 

"Then it will be trouble for Brother Yu Yang Lidao!" 

"In addition, although my Douxiu inheritance is not as good as the Gujun inheritance, it is somewhat 

useful." 

"I will also unreservedly help Daoist Yu Yangli practice those secret techniques!" 

Emperor Xiu Yuzhou nodded seriously, his eyes full of trust. 

"Help you first." 



Yu Yangli smiled brilliantly. 

But he was very disdainful in his heart. 

It's not that he doesn't bother to repair the inheritance, but that the Emperor Xiuyu Zhou teaches him. 

With the big brother Su Lang, he can learn all the exercises quickly, and he needs to be taught by 

Emperor Xiu Yuzhou? 

"Ok!" 

Emperor Xiu Yuzhou didn't know what Yu Yang was thinking in his centrifugation, but felt that his 

friendship with Yu Yangli had deepened a lot. 

Talking. 

He then took out the ‘Secret of Qi Zi’ to pass on the profound meaning, and prepared to ask Yu Yangli 

for advice. 

But at this moment. 

Wow! 

Waves of time and space came! 

The emperor Xiuyu Zhou and Yu Yangli had already sensed the low-level eternal powers for the first 

time. 

moment. 

The expressions of the people changed drastically, revealing incredible colors. 

"Only we know the Jizhen Universe, how could there be outsiders coming in!" 

"The coordinates of the universe must have been leaked, and we have a traitor!!" 

"..." 

Among them, Emperor Xiuyu Zhou and his henchmen were truly astonished. 

Yu Yangli is acting. 

He wants to perform well in front of Su Lang, so he won't be exposed easily. He must assassinate 

Emperor Xiu Yuzhou by surprise! 

Of course, he knew that Su Lang wanted to kill Xiuyu Emperor Zhou himself, even if he could kill Xiuyu, 

he would not kill him. 

at this time. 

Emperor Xiu Yuzhou unfolded the Dao of Time and Space for the first time, trying to prevent the 

opponent from coming. 

But he was too late. 



The figure of His Royal Highness Xiuning emerged from the time and space fluctuations. 

"It's you! Xiuning!" 

When Emperor Xiu Yuzhou saw that the person who appeared was Xiuning, his expression suddenly 

changed, revealing a trace of panic! 

The visitor turned out to be the mortal enemy Xiuning! 

Emperor Xiu Ning Zhou is here, so Xie Xuan and others must be here too! 

With his current strength, he can't deal with so many Seven Eternal Realms at all! 

Even if you add Yu Yangli, it is enough! 

"It turned out to be Emperor Xiu Ning Zhou!" 

"Xiuyu, what the **** is going on! What do you do!" 

"I was out for a trip, and you even leaked out the coordinates of this universe, attracting Emperor Xiu 

Ning Zhou!!" 

"As you know, I just secretly formed an alliance with Emperor Xiu Ning Zhou and the others, now 

everything is in the dark!!" 

"..." 

Yu Yang left his acting skills wildly, and looked at Emperor Xiuyu Zhou in great anger, his face was full of 

expressions of hatred for iron and steel! 

Chapter 2657: Was it a pleasant surprise to see me 

"Damn!!" 

"It's the Xiuning mount who was attracted by the trash!" 

Emperor Xiu Yuzhou gritted his teeth and looked at the group of henchmen behind him. 

In his mind, Yu Yangli is impossible to betray. 

Only the subordinates of this group of confidants have recently been summoned to this true universe. 

So, there must be two or five out of this group of people! 

In a flash. 

Endless anger and killing intent erupted from Emperor Xiuyu Zhou, covering a group of henchmen! 

Those eternal warriors suddenly turned pale and desperate! 

"His Royal Highness Xiuyu, it's not me, it's not me! I have acted alone from beginning to end, it is 

impossible to leave a trace!" 

"His Royal Highness Xiuyu, the little one is trembling, without showing any footwork, not little!" 
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"..." 

Even though they knew their words were pale, the subordinates of Emperor Xiuyu Zhou still struggled to 

explain. 

"Dog offal!" 

"Today I will break your corpses into thousands of pieces!!" 

Emperor Xiuyu Zhou was stubborn for his own use, no longer trusting his subordinates at all, his face 

was savage in a moment, and the coercion of terror shrouded him fiercely! 

"stop!" 

A clear young man's voice suddenly came. 

"It's you, Su Lang!!" 

Emperor Xiu Yuzhou trembled all over, turned his head torn apart, staring at Su Lang who had just 

emerged from His Highness Xiuning. 

Su Lang's voice and appearance were remembered by Emperor Xiu Yuzhou. 

He never forgot the hatred and shame of that life! 

Regarding Su Lang, he didn't know how many times he had fantasized about killing him. 

At this time the enemy met, extremely jealous. 

Emperor Xiu Yuzhou could hardly wait to catch Su Lang alive, eat his flesh and drink his blood every day, 

and torture him cruelly to the limit! 

"Ha ha." 

"Xiuyu, is it a pleasant surprise to see me?" 

"Stop your hands now, put on the chain again, and let me control, I can forget the past and let you 

redeem your merits in the battle against Suiyou Universe Domain!" 

Su Lang looked at Emperor Xiuyu Zhou with a grim face, smiled and secretly took out a chain. 

"Su Lang Miscellaneous, you dare to insult me!!" 

Emperor Xiuyu Zhou once again tasted the endless shame, his whole body trembled, and his teeth were 

about to break. 

"How did I insult you?" 

"Giving you a chance to survive is worthy of you." 

Su Lang smiled disdainfully, "Is this last chance, don't you hurry up?" 

The reason why he angered Emperor Xiuyu Zhou was to make him completely relax his vigilance so that 

Yu Yangli could make a better sneak attack. 



Otherwise, with the vigilance of the Seven Eternal Realm, it is not easy to sneak attack. 

If you can solve the opponent more easily, you don't have to fight hard. 

"Smuggle!" 

"You thought you would eat me!" 

"You are just a bluffing trash, relying on some tricks to get Xiuning's trust!" 

Emperor Xiu Yuzhou stared at Su Lang incomparably bitterly, but kept a sense of reason secretly, and 

communicated with Yu Yangli. 

"Why don't Xie Xuan and others come out yet?" 

"Could it be that Xiu Ning and Su Lang are the only ones here!?" 

Emperor Xiu Yuzhou made a guess for Yang Li's secret sound transmission, which is best for him. 

"Very likely!" 

"When I secretly formed an alliance with them before, their Seven Eternity never came together!" 

"Only Emperor Xiu Ning Zhou and Xie Xuan discussed with me, the rest of them don't know where they 

went." 

"Even, I discovered that the existence of the Five Eternal Realms has become less." 

"I thought they were trying to avoid people's eyes and ears before, so I didn't think much." 

"But now, it's just when they are coming out, but they are not all here." 

"Did the people from Suiyou Universe invade and attract their power?" 

Yu Yangli solemnly stated the details that he had ‘ignored’. 

"Even this happened?" 

"Brother Yu Yang Lidao, if this is the case, then we have a chance to win this battle!" 

The emperor Xiu Yuzhou had heard Yu Yangli's half-truth and a gleam in his eyes. 

Before, he thought more about finding opportunities to escape. 

But now, he wants to fight! 

After all, there are not many opportunities for Su Lang and Xiuning to'be alone'! 

Thought of this. 

He looked at Su Lang, his anger became more intense, and the substantive killing intent almost shot out 

from his eyes! 

"Emperor Xiuyu Zhou." 

"You are really stubborn." 



"I think you have the value to use, so I gave you this opportunity, but you don't know how to cherish it." 

"If you regret later, I can give you another chance, but then, it's not that simple." 

Su Lang put away the chain in his hand and took out a new one. 

But this new chain is a dog chain collar with a neck ring! 

Chapter 2658: Emperor Xiuyu Zhou shot in anger 

Emperor Xiu Yuzhou saw that he was going to be a dog! 

This is definitely the worst humiliation in his life! 

"Su Lang child!" 

"How dare you be so rampant, I will kill you today!!" 

Emperor Xiuyuzhou's eyes were cracking, he gritted his teeth, and there was a snake-like roar between 

his teeth! 

"Ha ha." 

"Do you think you can kill me only if you are the only one and His Royal Highness Xiuning?" 

"I tell you, even if I am here alone now, you can't kill me." 

Su Lang raised his chin and looked down at Emperor Xiuyu Zhou faintly. 

"Damn it, is it tolerable or unbearable!" 

Seeing this, Yu Yangli squeezed his fists, his face flushed, and his breath exploded fiercely, crushing the 

group of eternal warriors with shallow cultivation. 

"Yes, I can't bear it anymore!" 

The emperor Xiu Yuzhou was originally occupied by endless anger and hatred, and was humiliated by Su 

Lang, leaving only a trace of clarity in his heart. 

Now, being fanned by Yu Yangli again, he suddenly lost his vigilance! 

"Zheng——!" 

Yu Yangli stopped talking, flicked his right hand fiercely, and Mieyu spear pierced the soul with a scream! 

"Brother Yu Yang Lidao!" 

"Even if I was seriously injured today, I will let Su Lang die!!" 

When Emperor Xiu Yuzhou saw that Yang Li was in the same hatred with himself, his heart was full of 

fighting spirit. 

The next moment! 
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With a thought of Emperor Xiu Yuzhou, his hands changed infinitely in a moment, forming a handprint 

that encompasses the world. 

——Shard Yu Tianpan! 

Rumble! 

Incomparably terrifying pressure suddenly came, within millions of light years, countless folds appeared 

in every inch of space! 

This hand mark is already the strongest one-handed attack method for Emperor Xiuyu Zhou without 

using the secret technique! 

Its power directly reaches the top level of the Seven Universes! 

at the same time. 

What made Emperor Xiu Yuzhou's confidence greatly increased was that Yu Yangli also shot! 

"The Secret of the Sword, Fate!" 

But when Yu Yangli roared, the spear in his hand turned into a very long silver sword, carrying the smoke 

and mist of the sword, and it pierced out! 

Where the Fateful Sword Qi passed, the time and space avenues all around were all over the faults, it 

was as if they had fallen into another unknown space! 

Such a fierce sword move is more powerful than Emperor Xiu Yuzhou's broken Yu Tianpan seal! 

And this trick has the ability to cut time and space, and the enemy can't dodge it at all! 

In the eyes of Emperor Xiuyu Zhou. 

Xiu Ning and Su Lang absolutely must display their extreme power to be able to block them! 

however. 

What made Emperor Xiu Yuzhou unbelievable. 

Only Xiuning resisted. 

Su Lang didn't have any defensive actions at all, but continued to watch him leisurely! 

How could this be? 

How could Su Lang remain indifferent in the face of such a powerful attack! ? 

Does he think Xiu Ning can resist these two super powerful Seven Eternal Attacks alone! 

Emperor Xiu Yuzhou was puzzled and full of doubts. 

The next moment. 

The feeling of an extremely serious life and death crisis suddenly enveloped his body and mind. 



The alarm bell in his heart was overwhelming, his whole body was upright, like falling into an ice cave, 

and his whole body was cold! 

just like. 

The Dead Gate automatically buckled him down! ! 

"Yu Yangli!!" 

"His target was transferred to me!!" 

"No, how could this happen!" 

Emperor Xiu Yuzhou understood everything in an instant, and the whole person was furious and 

indignation! 

But it was too late for him to resist Yu Yangli's attack. 

This was an excellent opportunity for a sneak attack created by Su Lang and Yu Yangli, and it definitely 

wouldn't allow Emperor Xiu Yuzhou to resist. 

The next moment. 

In Su Lang's smile without a word. 

Yu Yangli's sword pierced fiercely from behind Emperor Xiu Yuzhou, blood spattered and penetrated 

directly! 

"what!!" 

"Yu Yangli's predecessor's life will be shot against the master!" 

"The Lord was injured in a sneak attack, what to do, what to do!" 

"It's over, it's impossible for His Highness Xiuyu to be the opponent of Su Lang's trio!" 

"..." 

Not far away, all the eternal warriors were horrified one by one, looking at the emperor Xiuyu Zhou who 

was stabbed back by Yu Yangli! 

Things completely exceeded their expectations. 

Moreover, Emperor Xiu Yuzhou was injured in a sneak attack, almost foreseeing his ultimate failure! 

Chapter 2659: Yu Yangli's back stab 

Xiuyu lost. 

What should they do with eternal warriors? 

Will it be killed too! ? 

As for working hard...their strongest is only in the Five Eternal Realm, and even Su Lang and the other 

three can't handle it with half a finger! 
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at this time. 

Rumble! 

The terrifying sword aura burst out, spraying out from the seven orifices of Xiuyu, tearing apart space 

and time! 

"Missions, get out of me!!" 

Along with the roar of the trembling universe, chaotic waves rose from Xiuyu's body. 

This was his means of escape, but because of Yu Yangli's sword energy, he couldn't use it successfully. 

"Do not!!" 

Yu Yangli let out a roar of incomparable grief. 

After the failed attempt to escape. 

He was so badly injured that he never had a chance to escape, and his aura fell layer by layer, and was 

suppressed by Yu Yangli! 

"No reason!" 

"Why does this happen!" 

Emperor Xiu Yuzhou was filled with despair, and his face was so terrible that he didn't even recognize 

him. 

"The secret of blood flames!" 

"The secret of life after death!" 

"The secret of broken soul!" 

"...Drive me!" 

Suddenly, Emperor Xiuyu Zhou launched various self-harming secret techniques, and the declining 

breath on his body directly fell to a stop, and then burst out in the opposite direction. 

In an instant. 

His strength has been restored to its peak, even far exceeding normal combat strength! 

"You bastards, I will definitely be back!" 

Even though Emperor Xiu Yuzhou had exploded with strong power, he had never thought of fighting 

hard. He knew that Su Lang and others had even more terrifying hole cards. 

So he wanted to run away after leaving a harsh word. 

but. 

at this time! 



"Want to go?" 

"You are too naive!" 

Yu Yangli's sneer like a night owl came, and with it, there was an incomparable horror, like a deep 

atmosphere! 

"Eight...Eight Eternal Realm aura!" 

"How is it possible, how can you burst out of the battle power of the Eight Eternal Realm!" 

"No, this is not true!" 

"..." 

Emperor Xiuyu Zhou was trembling like five thunders, and his pupils full of horror suddenly collapsed, 

like mung bean eyes trembling constantly! 

He wanted to break his head and couldn't expect that Yu Yangli unexpectedly broke out the battle 

power of the Eight Eternal Realm! 

This is the real eternal power of the eight universes! 

right now. 

Not to mention escaping, even maintaining a standing posture under the coercion of Yu Yangli, almost 

exhausted the strength of Emperor Xiu Yuzhou! 

he knows. 

No matter how hard I struggled, it was in vain and it was completely over. 

"Ah!" 

"I can not be reconciled!" 

"Yu Yangli, why, why do you want to betray me, obviously I trust you so much!" 

"Tell me why on earth!" 

Emperor Xiuyu Zhou immediately roared like crazy, and even spurted blood because of the side effects 

of the secret technique! 

He really didn't understand. 

Why did Yu Yangli betray him? 

He and Yu Yangli have a common enemy, and that is Su Lang. 

Then there are common interests, that is Doudu Universe! 

As long as he was willing to give Doudu Universe to Yu Yangli after the matter was done, Xiu Ning 

couldn't agree. 



Only he, as the secret force, can help Yu Yangli deal with the Xiuning faction after eradicating Su Lang, 

the counterfeit! 

Moreover, Yu Yangli also possesses the power of the Eight Eternal Realm! 

How could Yu Yangli, who possessed such a terrifying power, betray him and become a gang with Su 

Lang! ? 

But now. 

This kind of thing has become a fact before our eyes! 

Emperor Xiu Yuzhou suddenly remembered a question that Yangli had asked too much before, and he 

wanted to ask it again: 

——"What have you experienced this time out!?" 

at this time. 

Yu Yangli sneered at him, suppressed him with a powerful force, and drove him to Su Lang's feet! 

"Brother!" 

Yu Yangli saluted Su Lang, "Yu Yangli has been subdued, please deal with it!" 

"Ok." 

Su Lang smiled faintly and nodded. 

Such a scene. 

Even the Emperor Xiuyu Zhou was thunderous. 

Unbelievable stormy waves hit his mind, making him lose the ability to think for a moment. 

Brother! ? 

Yu Yangli turned out to be Brother Su Lang! ? 

How could this be possible? Yu Yangli was a direct disciple of Emperor Gujun Zhou, and Su Lang just 

didn't know where the fakes came out! 

The key is that Yu Yangli is the Eight Eternal Realm, how can I call a weak chicken in the Five Eternal 

Realm a senior! ? 

This is really challenging people's imagination! 

Chapter 2660: It's late, I gave you a chance 

"Tsk tut." 

"It seems that the surprise is too big, this guy will not accept it for a while." 

Su Lang looked down at Emperor Xiuyu Zhou, this once aggressive guy, at this moment like a prodigal 

dog. 
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"why!!" 

Emperor Xiu Yuzhou trembled fiercely, and he didn't know if he was asking Yu Yangli or Su Lang. 

"Let you be a ghost." 

"I and Yu Yangli are both inheritors of Emperor Gujun Zhou." 

"Junior brother thought I was a pretender, but in fact it was a misunderstanding. After we met, the 

misunderstanding was resolved, and the brothers recognized each other!" 

Su Lang looked at Emperor Xiuyu Zhou with a smile, and said lightly. 

"It turns out...that's it!" 

"You are really the descendant of Emperor Gujun Zhou!" 

"But, why did Emperor Gujun Zhou leave two heirs in this Doudu Zhouyu? Is his inheritance so 

worthless!!" 

Emperor Xiu Yuzhou opened his mouth and made a trembling sound. 

A heir to the eternal power of the Nine Universes, it would be great to find one in a high-level Universe. 

In Doudu, a high-level cosmic domain that is not too powerful and not a vast expanse, Emperor Gujun 

Zhou found two descendants, which was incredible! 

For Emperor Xiu Yuzhou, this is blood mold that is hard to encounter in a thousand lifetimes! 

at this time. 

"Then, why did Yu Yangli call you brother!!" 

"You are just a mere five eternity, you are so weak, and Yu Yangli is the eternity of the eight universes!" 

"Why don't you regard him as the mainstay, but instead he regards you as your head!?" 

Emperor Xiu Yuzhou's pupils trembled and asked again in disbelief. 

"Ha ha!" 

"My brother's method is beyond me!" 

"Do you know how my body cultivation came from!?" 

"My battle strength in the Eternal Realm of the Eight Universes was obtained by Brother Su Lang 

instilling eternal techniques for me!" 

Yu Yang evokes a hint of pride from the corner of his mouth, "For him, the realm of cultivation is not a 

question of ability or not, but a question of relationship and not want!" 

"No, I don't believe it!" 

"He is just a Five Eternal Realm, how could he help you raise your combat power to the Eight Eternal 

Realm!" 



"Fake, it's all fake, you must be acting!" 

"..." 

Emperor Xiuyu Zhou couldn't accept it, and the whole person's three views almost collapsed! 

"Humph." 

"You believe it or not, that is the truth!" 

"Oh, yes, if you be a dog for my senior, you can live, and then it is a great honor to see my senior 

brother's various magic methods!" 

Yu Yangli let out a cold snort, then said with a sneer. 

"impossible!" 

"I repair jade, even if I die, I will never become Su Lang's dog!" 

"I want to die, I want to be reincarnated, I want to make a comeback, let you all pay the price!!" 

"..." 

Emperor Xiu Yuzhou's complexion was twisted, screaming, while forcibly gathering his strength. 

next moment. 

"puff--!" 

A large mouthful of blood spurted out of Emperor Xiuyu Zhou's mouth, and numerous cracks appeared 

on the surface of the entire body. 

This seven universe is eternal, and it has been split apart! 

"You already understand the cause and effect, the ins and outs of the matter." 

Su Lang looked at Emperor Xiu Yuzhou whose aura was declining, and said indifferently, "Then, it's time 

to go!" 

The indifferent voice fell in the ears of Emperor Xiuyu Zhou, and immediately made him feel like falling 

into an ice cave, and his whole body was chilly! 

Endless fear and despair breed in the heart. 

He realized that he didn't regard death as home as he said. 

Immediately, a deep regret rose from his heart. 

His emotions of remorse were so strong that he had already spilled out his emotional thoughts and was 

absorbed by the Ethereal Universe. 

"Regret it?" 

"Unfortunately it's too late, I gave you a chance!" 



Su Lang shook his head indifferently, then waved gently, and Youtian Sword fell into his hand. 

Ling Li's sword qi is contained and not uttered, which is extremely frightening! 

"No, I don't want to die!" 

"Xuning, cousin, please, cousin, let Su Lang let me go!" 

"..." 

Emperor Xiu Yuzhou suddenly lost his temper, and he panicked and let out a sad cry. 

He appealed to His Highness Xiuning for help, and even shamelessly moved out of their meager and 

almost no relatives. 

 

 


